Family Worksheet for K-2nd Grade: Winter at The Battery

NOTE: Remember to print a map and bring it with you on your adventure!
As you move to the different areas of the park, fill in the questions for that area.
Ask a friend or family member for help if you get stuck!

In the Labyrinth
Even though it’s winter, a lot of animals are still active in the park. Can you find these signs of animal activity?

- Animal tracks on the ground
- Woodpecker holes
- Squirrel’s nest in a tree
- Birds eating winter berries

On the Farm
When winter comes, many plants freeze and break down into soil, and others stay green. Can you find...

- Brown, dead plants?
- Green, living plants?

Discuss the other differences you notice about the plants you found!

Please follow social distancing guidelines while in the park, to protect yourself and others.
Thank you for visiting! We hope you enjoyed exploring the park.

Check out our other seasonal worksheets and more at www.thebattery.org

---

**In the Bosque**

Many of the trees in the park lose their leaves in the fall to help them save energy through the long winter. Find a tree that has lost its leaves, and **draw a picture** of it here. Be sure to include some details that you notice about the tree!

---

**By the Water**

Using words from the word bank below, **describe the weather** today.

**WORD BANK**

- CLOUDY
- WARM
- RAIN
- COLD
- HOT
- PARTLY CLOUDY
- WINDY
- SNOW
- SUNNY

---

Thank you for visiting! We hope you enjoyed exploring the park.

Check out our other seasonal worksheets and more at www.thebattery.org